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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM
Rationale*—^Almost a half centiiiy ago Gardiner, stated that among
the books of literature converted to children's use, the Bible towers like
a mountain of divine strength amid little foot-hills which made Mbses'
face to shine,^
Most children have read one part another of the Bible, Many of
its great artists, one could recognize on sight, Abraham, the long flowing
robe and white beard, peering off towArd the distant lands of Sodom and
Gomorrah; Joseph, in Egyptian costume, a hawk-like e:q3ression on his
coimtenance; the towering figure of Moses, severe and stem visaged;
Joshuah, the warrior ordering a blast of trumpets that shatter the walls
of Jericho; King Solomon in all his ^ory; Isaiah, thimdering out his
warning sermons; Jezebel cast from her palace balcony to the howling dogs;
Shadrach, Mesach, and Abednego rescued from the burning, fieiry furnace;
the story of John the Baptist and Jesus of Nazareth are well known to Bible
scholars. The names float before one's vision like reels in some half-
2
remembered movie,
Althou^ the Bible is one of the most difficult books to read and
understand, it plays an important role in the life of the child. The child
1
J, H. Gardiner, The Bible as English Literature (New Yorks Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1906), p, 91,
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who is able to read the Bible will have little difficxilty reading other
books.
The Bible offers to the child literature in any form to fit his mood
or fancy. For the child who enjoys poetry, the books of Psalms, Job,
P3*overt)s, Song of Solonion, or Ecclesiastes can fill this need. For the
child seeking advanture, 'vdiat story can be more exciting than the like of
Patl? For stories of bravery, the lives of Daniel, Esther, David, and
Deborah may be read. The story of Job presents to the child the greatest
pictiire of patience the world has ever known,
Reading is the cornerstone of the arch of Intelligence that the schools
have been established to construct, A man can pick up enough arithmetic
for ordinary purposes outside of school. The pattern of his character is
set at home. It does not matter greatly if he cannot write* His know¬
ledge of health, history, literature, and politics he can pick up for
himself if he knows how to read. There is only one suprane R - the ability
to read with comprehension and speed,^
Since we live in a democratic society, it is especially important
that children be skilled readers, not only in their ability to understand
the printed page, but also in their ability and disposition to evaluate
what they have read in the light of its accuracy, the source from which it
has come, its fairness, and the presence of absence of emotional tones in
its presentation.
There is a general belief that children who read widely are better
academically than those who read only what is required of them. Proficient
i
Emmett Albert Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction (New York:
American Book Conpany, 1951), pp, 69-70,
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reading ingjlies clear comprehension of the communication presented in
print or writing even thou^ the message is a short one such as rvQ.es for
parliamentary procedures in a legislative assembly,
Reading is part of the all-round development of both children and adults.
The more fully a child lives, the more easily he learns to read, and the
more reading becomes a part of his everyday living. In the beginning, the
child actually learns to read when he is ready, because of certain com¬
binations of circumstances and his own growth, much as he walks and talks
when he is ready, Qradually, as he sees the need for reading to achieve
certain desired goals and to carry out certain purposes and observes it
used by others for such objectives, he is likely to want to use it for
himself.
Reading contributes to the individvial's sense of relationship to the
universe, thus aiding in his adjustment to himself and to others, and to
the physical, intellectual, and spiritual worlds.
VJhat the child reads reflects how he thinks. The child who reads and
studies the Bible is better fitted to become a good, moral, V5)right citizen
than one who fails to take the Bible as a part of his life, Bible study
has an effect upon the child that other books do not have. It presents
to the child the lives of men and women who were human just as they are.
Many books have been written and many studies have been made to de¬
termine why Johnny cannot read. Many causes have been listed as reasons
for this failure, but few studies have been made to determine how Johniy
reacts to Bible study. This writer proposes to find to what extent the
Bible is read by children today and their reaction to reading such litera¬
ture
u
Evolution of the Problem.—The writer was cognizant of the part that
reading played in the lives of boys and girls.
For a number of years the writer was an ardent Sunday Sdiool worker
and had an opportunity to observe children and their reaction to Bible study.
In her observation, she found that children idio were generally good readers
with good comprehension could read and understand the Bible with little or
no difficvilty. On the other hand, those who were ordinarily poor readers
were tmable to read and understand the Bible,
The writer was interested in discovering the effect of religious
education on the lives of boys and girls. Since the child’s reading is re¬
flected in his thinking, the writer was stimulated to make this study,
Ciontribution to Educational Knowledge and Practice,—It was hoped
that the analysis and interpretation of this research would point out the
benefit children derive from reading the Bible, Such a study would be ex¬
tremely tiseful in determining the attitude children have toward reading
Biblical literature.
Statement of the Problem,—This was an intensive study of children’s
reaction and attitudes toward reading and studying the Bible, with special
en^jhasis vpon Biblical characters, scriptual settings and current trans¬
lations.
Purposes of the Study.—The purposes' of this study were as follows:
1, To ascertain the children’s general reactions toward reading
and studying the Bible,
2, To determine their preferences for and/or rejection of certain
Biblical characters,
3, To ascertain their reactions to and preferences for different
trandations of the Bible,
it. To determine the extent to which these pupils have achieved
5
an understanding of the settings in which some of their
favorite Biblical characters and stories have been portrayed,
5, To congjare the boys’ and girls' preferences for certain
outstanding Biblical characters,
6, To ascertain some indication of the in^ortance which these
boys and girls attach to reading and study of the Bible,
7, To ascertain the extent to ^iiich boys and girls study the Bible,
8, To discover how teachers may be Instrumental in creating an
appreciation and enjoyment for reading Biblical literature.
Scope and Limitation of the Study,—The study was concerned with
twenty-five children between the ages of nine and sixteen. Other limita¬
tions were Biblical materials to be used and the possible characters
studied. The study was made during the month of August, 196l,
Locale and Period of Study,—The locale for this study was the Sunday
School class of the Bethlehem Church of God, Atlanta, Georgia, Total
church meiribership about fifte«i hundred. The Sunday School is made up of
about 7^ per cent children and youth.
The religious education of the Bethlehem Church of God Holiness is
very limited. There is no special religious educational program for young
people except for the Sunday School classes and a class that meets once a
week for children and youth between the ages of three and the early teens.
Also, there is a program or group that meets once a month. This gro\ip is
especially for the young unmarried adxilts.
Teachers of the various classes are ordained minlstere, housewives,
young adults, and other individuals trained in Biblical literature. There
are no individual classrooms or educational building. Classes meet in
different sections of the main auditorium. The classes are made vip of
children of members of the church, neighborhood children, and other
6
interested individuals.
The children who attend Sunday School range in age from three or four
to college students and are from varied backgrounds ranging from lower to
Tapper middle class. The children who were STibjects of this study ranged in
ages from nine to fifteen. Their grade range was from grade foTir through
grade eleven. Reading levels seemed to have been from grade three throu^
grade eleven.
Classes are well attended by children of all ages. There is an active
roll of about three hundred ei^ty or more. Average attendance is two
hTmdred~fifty or more.
Method of Research,—The descriptive-sTarvey method was used, with a
questionnaire as the main tool for collecting the data.
Description of the Questionnaire.—The questionnaire used in this study
consists of fifty-three paarts or questions. Thiarby-one paarts consist of
questions giving general Infoannation as to pupils* likes or dislikes with
regard to attending Saanday School, reading and studying the Bible, and
reading in general. The second paarb is made up of twenty-two Biblical
questions to be answered by a check or one word; whereas, a few qaaestions
requiai^d origiaial responses. The entire questionnaire contains five pages
and is inclaaded in the Appendix of this repoart.
In order to establish validity, the writer administered the question¬
naire to thiarteen children who were not to be subjects of the staidy. After
analysis of these initial reactions to the questions, sli^t revisions were
made before the qaaestioaanaire was given to the proper saabjects.
Materials and SaabJects,—The materials and subjects conceanied with
this reseaai^h are desca:d.bed below:
A, Materials: As forestated, the questioimaire was used in
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collecting needed information* Excerpts on different
characters of the Bible were read, and different translations
of the Bible were also read.
B. Subjects: The subjects Involved in this study were twenty-five
members of the Bethlehem Church of God Sunday School classes,
Atlanta, Georgia during the month of August, 1961*
Research Procedures*—This research was carried throiigh the following
steps:
1. The related literature pertinent to this problem was reviewed
and is presented in the final thesis copy*
2* After discussion of the subject, permissicm to conduct the
study was soi:ight from the pastor of the church and granted
according to the planned outline by the writer*
3* A questionnaire was devised and when properly validated
was administered to the proper subjects*
U* Data from the questionnaire were tabulated, analyzed and
interpreted*
5* The findings, conclusions, implications, and recommendations
stemming from this analysis and interpretation of the data
constitute the content of the finished thesis*
Related literature*—The related literature directly related to
children's reading and stvuJy of the Bible was found to be particularly
limited. For purposes of background orientation to the problem, however,
the writer focused attention upon (1) discussion and analysis of Biblical
literature for children and (2) facts concerning reading which have par¬
ticular pertinence to the problem* These two sections follow.
Analysis of Biblical J^iterature for Children*—Children enjoy reading
books of all kinds, therefore, it is only natural that they also read and




The first meeting one usually has with God is through his
parents. They use God’s name with reverence, so a child learns by
their example. In his early and small needs he will pray to God
in simple fashion, just as he asks a favor of his own father.
He is satisfied and continues to trust in his Unseen Parent.
Later in books he learns the stories of people who walked with ^od.
He learns that they "stopped the mouths of lions, quenched the
violent fire, escaped the edge of the sword, out of weakness were
made strong, waxed valiant in fight." How the child is thrilled
with their heorism and challenged by their examples I He knows he
has a help toward honesty. He feels he has companions of the past
who are "a cloud of witnesses" to encotirage him on his course in
life.^
At the beginning of the century Olcott asserted that:
A knowledge of the wonderful interdependence of all parts of
the Bible, and of the unfolding of the relations of God to man as
shown therein, comes slowly but surely to the child who hears the
Scriptures read daily. And as life unfolds for the child himself,
he will unconsciously apply Bible standards to all he hears and
does.2
Later in mid-century Frank observed that the Bible itself can be read
to children much younger than one sometimes thinks, provided he chooses
judiciously those portions understandable to children and skip the
passages which may be confusing. He notes that stories of ilie Nativity,
of the Three Wise Men and the Star of Bethlehem, have significance to the
five or six-year old, so has the story of Noah and his Ark, which has
Inspired some fine picture books. At seven or eight, perhaps, the age-old
question of the world’s beginnings can lead to the story of Creation, At
nine and ten, David, and Goliath, and Daniel in the Lion’s Den, are
stirring tales, Joseph and His Brethen, Moses before Pharaoh and leading
his people out of slavery, are chronicles both ennobling and full of
1
John Clover Monsma, The Evidence of God to an Expanding Universe
(New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 19^8), pp. 96-97,
2
Frances Olcott, Children’s Reading (New York: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1912), pp. 252-53.
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of suspense* The Bible, its events, auid its people are, for all ages,
living realities in a living book. It is reading for yoxing and old, and
the sharing of its beauty as well as its lessons can be a source of family
unity and individual strength,^
One way of making the larger stoiy the Bible is telling more readily
understood is by describing, as a novelist might, the roles played by its
principal characters. If these characters are provided with the proper
background and historical settings, their stories will seem as vivid and
as graphic as modem literature. The bigger drama behind them will became
more evident and what happened can best be tinderstood if it is realized
2that the people concerned were not imaginaiy people.
Some of these stories are long. They range over strange areas of the
earth, from Babylon, with its curious peaked ziggtirats, to the templed
cities of the Nile, across deserts wastes, the rugged southland of
Palenstine's Negev to the hills and valleys of Samaria, from Galilee to
the Dead Sea, The names crowd in on us-the oft-mentioned cities of the
coastal plains, Gaza, Megiddo, Tyre, Sidon, The Sinai penisula over which
Moses roamed for forty years, Aram, the wilderness of the Syrian deserts,
Dan and Beersheba, and the city of Jerusalem which, in the time of
3
Abraham, was but a mud village inhabited by rude Jebusiets,
Sometimes this drama consists of legend, sometimes of recorded history;
at other times it is represented by the slow and painful growth of spiritual
_
Josette Frank, Your Child* s Reading Today (New York: Doubleday and
Company, Inc,, 19$h)t 217*
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ideas among the people whose records we are reading. In whatever form,
the object is to provide a continuous and orderly story.^
There is a marked difference in the way Bible study affects the lives
of boys and girls. Olcott says that:
If from childhood a boy or girl has been made familiar with
their Bible, they will turn to that for essplanations and strength,
and it will establish and steady them during a crucial and
trying pe£‘iod. Even if they enjoy their Bible, the boy and
especially the girl will still look for a certain religious
emotional satisfaction in secular reading.^
Such stories as the lives of the great women of the Bible will be
enjoyed by girls. They enjoy reading of Ruth's devotion to Naomi, Esther's
loyalty to her people, Deborah's courage, and Mary's miraculous conception
of the Christ child.
Beys enjoy the stories of bravery and courage as exemplified by their
favorite Bible characters. One writer states that every man should read
at least one great book before he dies. If his reading includes the Book
of Job, he has read the greatest of all books.^ This story has a great
appeal to boys.
The Bible is the most widely read book in the world. One writer ssys
that it is probable that there was never a year in the history of America




Olcott, op. cit., p. 2^7.
3
Clarence E. Macartney, Trials of Great Men of the Bible (New York:
Abingdon Press, 1956), p* 9»
U
Frank Luther Mott, Golden Multitudes (New York: The Macmillan Book
Company, 19U7), pp. 291’W*
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Although the Bible is read and studied by children of varying ages,
the King James Version is the translation most widely used. Most children
know nothing of the American Standard, The Moffatt Translation, or the
Revised Standard Version of the Bible. Of these translations, the American
Standard is most nearly like the King James translation.
Facts concerning reading which have particular pertinence to the problan-
Reading is recognized as one of the most important activities in the social
program as well as in life. It is difficult to over emphasize the im-
poirtance of reading in modem life. Educational leaders of the past rightly
enqjhasized the necessity of development of this skill.^
When a child first begins to read, there are few words, and mainly
pictures. He, therefore, learns to read the pictures and develop good
perceptual habits...Reading is important not only to the individualj it
poseesses also great social heritage and is transmitted frcan one genera¬
tion to another. It is communicated readily from one generation to another
by means of permanent printed records. Such records are usually accessible,
and they may be used by any person in accordance with his needs. As indi¬
viduals nature and their understanding of society expands, their ex¬
perience is broadened to include and increasingly clear perception of the
2social environment in which they live.
Children just beginning to read enjoy most of all stories of other
children like themselves, stories based on familiar settings and
1
Betts, op. cit., p. 70.
2
Mary Elizabeth Dorsey, "Reading Levels and Difficulties of Upper Ele¬
mentary Grade Pupils" (unpublished Master’s thesis. School of Education,
Atlanta University, 19^9), p. 1.
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and experiences* They read these stories with great enthusiasm, identi¬
fying thanselvesj their playmates, their pets and toys in the various
situations* They enjoy fanciful or make believe stories, both pure fairy
stories and the kind that make them wonder whether things really could
happen* They like certain qualities in stories, such as action, suspense,
and s\irprise-fast-moving incidents which cause them to wonder what will
happen and to experience the unexpected* They like humor in stories-funny
people, animals, and happenings, at times bordering on the ridiculous -
but adult humor, involving subtle play on words or complex htJman emotions,
leaves them cold* They like rhythm and rhym^, even of meaingless words,
non-sensical and singsong expressions*^
Bryan in her study states that:
From the beginning of reading, the major outcome is to interpret
the meaning of the printed page* In order to understand adequately
the child develops certain abilities: first, reading for factual
infomation; and reading to recall specific items of information
and reading to retain fundamental concepts? second, reading to
organize, idiich includes such abilities as the ability to establish
a sequence of relaticaiships between material from several soxirces and
reading to summarize? third, reading to evaluate, which includes
abilities to differentiate fact from opinion, ability to judge the
reasonableness and the adequacy of the content? fourth, reading to
interpret, which included the ability to sense the ideasl^
It is further observed by Bryan that reading if properly guided, may
alter the outlook of the individual, deepen his understanding, aid in the
reconstruction of experience, stimulate intellectual and emotional growth.
1
William H. Burton, Rea<^g in Child Development (New York: The Bobbs-
Merrill Cortpany, Inc*, 19^6), p* 362*
2
Rosetta Davis Bryan, "Relationship of Oral Reading and Word Recogni¬
tion Abilities of First Grade Pupils to Perfomance on Test Rate and
Accuracy of Perception" (unpublished Master's thesis. School of Education,
Atlanta University, 19^6)*
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modify behavior and in these various ways, promote growth of rich and
stable personalities*^
There is no greater possibility existing in the child's educational
life than that of self-cultivation in the reading of great books, nor has
there ever been a greater need for the quiet reading of such books than in
a time of wonderful mechanical invention* Shall a boy fly a kite or shall
he read? It seems both fair and possible to say that he may fly but he
must read* Whatever be the line of work he chooses to follow, he will
have spare hours* His contribution to the life of his community and the
rounding out of his individual life are dependent very largely on the wise
use of these spare hours* Some spare ho\irs may be given to music or the
theatre, some to social entertainment, some to sports, some to church workj
but some must surely be given to the reading of great books*
Most children like most adults, live in a circumscribed world* It
is true that radio, television, and motion pictxires have expanded the
world measurably in our generation, but the new media have not supplanted
print as a means of broadening the child's horizons* Each of the new media
has something unique to give, but each has its limitations* Only the
printed word can offer to the reader the world of the past in the mood of
reflection and raniniscense and interpretation* New symbols evoke, through
the various electronic media, the excitement of the possibilities of the
future* But only the book can unfold the meaning of the future in words
which supply the reader with the means to communicate to others his aspira¬




John J* DeBoer, The Teaching of Reading (New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, Ihc*, i960}, p. 226*
Until 1955 Davy Crockett was a forgotten hero. Then came the Disney¬
land television program about the king of the wild frontier. Within a
few days practically every book about Crockett had been taken from librar¬
ies and bookstores across the country. Waiting lists grew while the first-
comers read everything they could get their eyes on.
Nothing was said about books in the Davy Crockett program. The
children simply went out and got the books without anybody telling them,^
Other television heroes also send children to seek more information.
Books, newspapers, magazines, television, and radio bring the world
into children's homes. They are aware of things that in an earlier day
were not even thought of until they were in college. Today, long before
they are ready for higher education, the arts and sciences are there for
the taking, in pictures and stories. Political campaigns are suddenly
intelligent to ten-year olds. With the turn of the dial or the riffling
of a picture magazine they have glimpses of far-reaching international
problems or scientific researches, and of the men and women who are grap¬
pling with them. The people in the news are real to the boys and girls
0
of today.
Some children, as everybody knows, are going to read everything in
print; and some are going to read nothing at all. They may prefer Buck
Rogers to the ’’Child’s Garden of Verses,” Or else they will turn up their
noses at ”Winnie the Pooh” and Insist on following the baseball scores in
the daily paper. At some inelastic period, they will read only horse
1 ^
Nancy Larrick, A Parent’s Guide to Children’s Reading (New York:
Doubleday and Company, Inc,, 1958p« HO,
2
Frank, op, clt,, pp, 19-20,
stories (or dog stories or stories about chipmunks)j at another period,
they will snub all books except sccharine biographies of Thomas Alva
Edison or Booker T, Washington, And infallibly, before they reach first
grade, they will put down, unperused, the handsome picture books their
mentors have beggard themselves to buy, and insist on being read to out of
the interminable advantures of ••Ragged Ann. •• Later on they may loathe
the tales their mothers and fathers remember having loved at the same agej
or unexpectedly may take very kindly to exactly what their parents hoped
they would enjoy—but always earlier or later or for a different reason
1
than had been hoped for or provided for in the plan.
Boys and girls acquire at an early age a taste for stories of every¬
day life; boys turning to the athletic story and girls to the school stoiy—
Boys naturally love a hero and girls are curious to open the forbidden
door of the closet.
When girls begin to read for themselves, they love stories about pets,
and families, and little girls. They love fairy tales, the romantic-
princess sort of story. They love stories about adopted children, of
stepchildren, of problem children. Sentimental stories they like to weep
over. Then comes the time, at twelve or older, when they ask of a book in
a whisper, "Is there any love in it?'^ By the next year they are openly
2
demanding love in big letters. Girls are also interested in career books.
B<^s are greatly interested in science fiction, sports, high ad-
venttire at sea, mountain climbing or esqjloring, great people, successful
1
Phyllis Fenner, The Proof of the Pudding; What Children Read (New
Torks The John Day Company, 19^7), pp. 125-26.
2
Pl^Uis Fenner, Something Shared: Children and Books (New Xork:
The John Day Coit5)any, 19^9), pp. 56-57.
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people, and history when told enough exciting adventure* At this early
adolescent age they read no so-called "girls' books*" Girls read all
boys' books as well as girls'* Most of them read more than boys at this
age*^
Reading enters every phase of the child's life* Ruth Tooze gives
these goals for which many kinds of books may prove of value to a
maturing young person:
1* There should be a steady expansion of concepts about man
and his world*
2* There should be a vital extension of experience that goes
beydnd the limits of time and space-backwards or ahead in
time and across, through, or beyond any place or space of
the universe*
3* There should be a persisting, increasing clarification of
ideas, based on knowledge and leading toward a truer sense of
relationships*
U* There should be deepening of conviction as experience,
knowledge, and Ideologies become a part of our intellectual
activity*
^* There should be heightening of awareness, with increasing
response to all sensation, all possible experience*
6* There should be genuine development of critical thinking with
sincere objectivity and increase in ability to observe and
evaluate*^
These goals were given by Tooze for the reading of secular reading,
but they may also be applied to Biblical reading*
1
Ruth Tooze, Your Children Want to Read (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,




PRESENTATION AND ANALXSIS OF DATA
Introductory Statement«-~This chapter presents the analysis, treat¬
ment, and interpretation of data derived from questionnaires under the
following major captions, namely; (a) children’s general reaction toward
reading and stuc^ying the Bible; (b) children’s preferences for and/or
rejection of certain Biblical characters; (c) the extent to which these
pupils had achieved an understanding of the settings in which some of
their favorite Biblical characters have been portrsyed; (d) the comparison
of boys’ and girls* preferences for certain outstanding Biblical charac¬
ters; (e) some indication of the importance which these boys and girls
attached to the reading and stuc^jring the Bible, and; (f) the extent to
which beys and girls studied the Bible.
Data for this stu^y were treated in accordance with the purposes of
the stTK^y. They were collected, checked, studied, analyzed, interpreted,
tabulated, and are presented as indicated by the major captions and tables.
Description of the Respondents.—Analysis of data in Table 1, page 18,
indicated that among the twenty-five children who answered the questionnaire,
ten were boys and fifteen were girls. The age levels were nine through
fifteen, and their grade levels were four through eleven.
Data in Table 1 also showed that of the twenty-five children involved
in the stuc^y one boy and one girl were nine years old and in the fourth




DISTRIBUTIOM OF NUMBER OF QUESTIONNAIRES GIVEN ACCORDING




9-2 lt-2 1 1 2 2
10-1 5-1 1 1 1
11-ij 6-li k h h
12-2 7-2 1 1 2 2
13-9 8-9 5 h 9 9
Ih-h 9-a 2 2 h h
lli-2 10-2 2 2 2
15-1 11-1 1 1 1
Total 25 10 15 25 25
was in the fifth grade. Four eleven-year old girls who were in the sixth
grade participated in the stndy. Data also showed that of the twenty-
five children involved, only one girl, age fifteen, was a grade above her
age level. She was in the eleventh grade.
Number Attending Stinday School.—The data in Table 2, page 19 showed
that twenty-two children attended Sunday School regularly, one monthly,
and two seldom. Data also indicated that most of the children were
regular in attendance. Of the ten boys involved in the study, two boys,
ages thirteen and in the ei^th grade, seldom attended Sunday School, The
other ei^t attended regularly, whereas, only oue girl, age nine, and in
19
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER ATTENDING SUNDAY SCHOOL
Attendance Boys Girls Total
Weekly 8 lit 22
Monthly 0 1 1
Seldom 2 0 2
Total 10 15 25
the fotirth grade attended monthly.
Regular attendance of the children in Sunday School might have
accounted for their performance on the test in the study, A hi^er per
cent of the girls attended than did the boys which may have accounted for
thfeir scores as shown in a later table.
Extent of Bible Reading Among the Children was ascertained throng
the questions: "Do you read the Bible?" and "How often do you read the
Bible?" Table 3» page 20, reports data pertinent to these answers. Ten
of the boys gave a affirmative answer to the question of reading the Bible,
and thirteen girls responded likewise. It was noted, however, that two
subjects answering thusly, one was eleven years of age and the other
thirteen, Thqy were in grades six and ei^t, respectively.
With regard to the amount of time spent in reading the Bible, the
subjects presented a varied picture as is shown in Table 3, Of the twenty-
five responses made, nineteen children s^dora read their Bibles, one reads
TABLE 3







Freauenoy of Bible ReadiLne
de PlacementDaily Weekly Monthly Seldom Gra
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Grade Boys Girls
9 1 1 1 1 u 1 1
10 1 0 1 5 1 0
n 0 h k 6 0 U
12 2 1 1 1 1 7 2 1
13 k h 1 1 3 3 8 k u
lU 2 2 1 2 1 9 2 2
15 0 2 2 10 0 2
16 0 1 1 11 0 1
Total .10;]. 1$ 1 0 1 3 1 1 7 11 10 15
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daily, fotir weekly and one monthly. Of the four who read weekly the fol¬
lowing age and grade levels were represented:
One girl, age nine, and in the fourth grade
One girl and one bey, ages thirteen and in the eighth grade
One girl, age fourteen, and in the ninth grade
These findings led the writer to conclude that although most of the
boys and girls stated that they did read the Bible, they actxially did little
reading of it. It was noted, however, that with increase in age levels
represented, the children tended to be more familiar with the Bible, and
with increase in grade levels th^ made better responses to the question¬
naire.
These findings indicated to the writer that in her consideration of
many of the responses to the questionnaire, the subjects must have relied
a great deal on idiat they had heard about the Bible rather than upon idiat
they had read concerning it.
Extent to Which Bible Study was Helpful to the Children.—Responses to
the question, "In which way does Bible study help you most?", provided the
basis for determining the extent of helpfulness in this area. Table ii,
page 22, presents the specific data. There, it may be noted that a majority
of the girls and at least half of the boys felt that study of the Bible
was most helpful to them in church. Among the latter respondents, eleven
of the girls ranged from age nine to fifteen, with grades four, six, and
ei^t to eleven being represented. The boys ranged in ages from nine,
twelve, thirteen, and fourteen, with grade levels four, seven, eight and
nine represented. Four of the boys, on the other hand, indicated that thgr
considered the stu<^y of the Bible helpful "all of the time," while three
22
TABLE h
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES IN RESPONSE TO THE QUESTION, “IN WHICH





School 0 0 0
Church 5 11 16
Play 0 1 1
Home 1 3 h
All of the Time h 0 h
Total 10 15 25
of the girls felt it helpful in the home as against one of the boys.
Here, the age and grade levels were ten and thirteen grades five and
ei^t. On3y one girl age fourteen and grade nine considered Bible stu(^y
helpful in play • (Above age-data - see Table 3)
These findings led the writer to conclnde that a large percentage of
the children had learned that stn(^ of the Bible was helpful mainly in
church and that its helpfulness in everyday activities was of much less
importance. This kind of thinking did not seem peculiar to any age or
grade level.
Children Preference for Old and New Testament.—Analysis of data in
Table page 23, indicated that half of the boys liked stories from the
Old Testament, and half of them liked stories from the New Testament. Data




DISTRIBUTIOW OF SCORES SHOWIMJ PREFERENCES TO OLD OR
NEW TESTAMENT OF THE BIBLE ACCORDUG TO SEX
Type of Testament Boys Girls Total
Old Testament 5 3 8
New Testament 12 17
Total 10 15 25
Children's Preference to Different Kinds of Stories,—Data in Table 6
revealed that children*s taste for reading varied greatly. One boy, age
TABLE 6
KCSTRIBDTION OF SCORES ACCORDING TO CHILDREN*S PREFERENCE
TO DIFFERENT KINDS OF STORIES
Preferred Type of Stories Boys Girls Total
Faiiy 1 1
Love 1 1
Mystery 1 5 6
Adventure it 1 5
Real Life it 6 10
All 1 1 2
Total 10 15 25
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fourteen and in the ninth grade, preferred n^rstery stories, four boys
ages nine, ten, eleven and thirteen, grades four, five, six, and eight,
enjoy real-life stories. Four boys enjoyed advantures stories, while only
one boy age fourteen and in the ninth grade liked all types of stories.
None of the boys prefeired fairy or love stories.
One girl, age nine, and in the fourth grade enjoyed fairy tales,
whereas, one girl age eleven grade six enjoyed love stories. Five girls
from age nine to age fourteen with grade levels of four through nine
preferred uystery stories. One eleven year old girl in the sixth grade
liked adventure stories, while one girl age thirteen and in the ei^th
grade enjoyed all types of stories.
Data in this table also indicated that more than one-third of the
girls preferred real-life stories. Most of the boys indicated that they
enjoyed advanture as well as real life stories. (Above age-data see
Table 3).
Preferences for Scenes From the Bible.—AnaJysis of data in Table 7>
page 25, showed that althou^ the majority of the children stated in
response to an earlier question that they preferred stories from the New
Testament, they really liked Old Testament stories best. Of the fifty-
four choices wade, thirty-nine were for Old Testament scenes, whereas,
only fifteen choices were made for New Testament scenes.
Data in Tdile 7 also indicated that children were more familiar with
Old Testament scenes. This led the writer to assume that children read
more from the Old Testament, or that they heard more discussion from this
part of the Bible.
More children preferred the scene in the Garden of Eden and David
25
TABLE 7









The Garden of Eden 8 3 11
God Speaking to Moses from Bush 2 5 2 9
David Fitting Goliath h 5 1 10
Children of Israel Crossing
Red Sea 1 3 1 5
Joshua and the Walls of Jericho 1 1
The Burning of Sodom and Gomorrah 1 1 2
Moses Striking Rock to Get Water 1 1
John Preaching in the Wilderness 1 1 2
Saul on the Road to Damascus 1 1
Angels Telling of Jesus* Birth 5 2 7
Elijah fed by Birds 0 0 0 0
Peter Walking on Water 1 1
Women Going to Tomb Finding
Einpty 1 3 h
Total 20 19 15 51i
fitting Goliath than any other scene. This fact indicated that these two
scenes were more familiar to the children than the other scenes. Moses
and the burning bush ranked third. The three scenes most preferred were al
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scenes from the Old Testament.
The three least preferred scenes each received one vote. Only one
of these scenes was from the New Testament. This was Saul on the road to
Damascus. Elijah being fed by ravens received one vote. This might have
been an indication that the children had read or heard little or nothing
about him. Three scenes received two votes of which two were from the
New Testament,
This question gave each child three choices, which should have given
a total of seventy-five scores. Two children failed to respond to the
question, three children checked all spaces, and three children responded
only in part.
Distribution of Scores on Test.—The test given on the questionnaire
consisted of twenty-two questions. Some of the questions could have been
answered by one wordj some were completion in which the child checked the
correct answers. Other questions required original responses. The
entire test could have been completed in fifteen or twenty minutes.
Information in the test consisted of material on some of the most
outstanding characters which shovild have been quite familiar to children
of this age range.
Scores ranged from a low of five to a high of nineteen. The standard
deviation was 8,1(85 or 8,1(9, The standard error of the mean was 1.73.
Information in Table 8, page 27 showed that the hipest percentage
score was 22. Data also showed that no child made a score of less than
five, yet, no child made a score above nineteen. Six children scored in
the midpoint group. Six scored above the mid-point on the test.
Half the boys answered less than half of the questions correctly.
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TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON TEST GIVEN ON QUESTIONNAIRE WITH
TWENTY-TWO AS THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE SCORE
Scores Boys Girls Total
20-2k 0 0 0
15-19 3 3 6
lO-lli 3 10 13
5- 9 h 2 6




whereas, only two girls answered less than half of the questions correct3y.
This led the writer to conclude that the girls either read more or re¬
tained more of what they learned than did the boys, or that the girls had
a better knowledge of the Bible than did the boys.
Children's Preference to Certain Bible Characters.—Distribution of
scores in Table 9» page 28, indicated that of the twenty-two first
choices, seventeen of the children chose characters from the Old Testament
and five from the New Testament. Fourteen of the second choices were made
for characters of the Old Testament. Forty-three of the fifty-two choices
were for characters from the Old Testament, whereas, only nine choices
were made for New Testament characters.
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TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ACCORDING TO CHILDREN‘S PREFERENCES
FOR CERTAIN BIBLE CHARACTERS
Characters First Choice Second Choice Dislike Total
Adam 5 0 2 7
Eve 0 3 1 h
Cain 0 3 1 h
Abel 0 0 2 2
Abraham 1 0 0 1
Esther 1 0 0 1
Lot 0 0 0 0
Ruth 0 1 0 1
Deborah 0 0 0 0
Daniel 0 0 3 3
David h 3 2 9
Solomon 1 0 0 1
Mary 3 1 0 k
Peter 1 2 1 k
Paul 1 0 0 1
Naomi 1 0 1 2
Moses k 0 8
Total 22 17 13 ^2
More children prefeirred Adam than ar^ other character as first choice.
Only two disliked him, Moses and David received seventeen scores, Moses
received no dislike scores, whereas, David received two,
Abraham, Esther, Solomon, Ruth, and Paul received only one each. This
was aiwther indication that children had read or heard more about certain
characters than they had of others.
Lot and Deborah received no votes, which indicated that these two
characters were unknown to the children.
Data in Table 9 was another indication that children preferred Old
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Testament stories to those of the New Testament, or that the7 knew more
about the Old Testament than the New, This table also gave seventy-five
possible answers. Two children did not respond to question three only
in part, and four checked each character.
Children's Preference of Different Translation of the Bible.—Data
in Table 10 showed that the majority of the children preferred the King
James translation of the Bjble, This was probably true because they were
more familiar with this translation than other translations. All of
them probably had copies of the King James version in their homes, but
most of them had never seen or heard of Moffatt, Revised Standard, or
American Standard versions of the Bible,
TABLE 10
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ACCORDING TO CHILDREN'S PREFERENCES
FOR DIFFERMT TRANSALATIONS OF THE BIBLE
Translation Boys Girls Total
Moffatt 0 1 1
Revised Standard 1 1 2
American Standard 1 1 2
King James 8 12 20
Total 10 15 25
Data in Table 10 showed that one boy, age fovirteen and in the ninth
grade, preferred the Revised Standard version of the Bible, One boy, age
fourteen, and in the ninth grade preferred the American Standard, One girl.
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age thirteen, and in the eighth grade preferred the Moffatt translation,
■whereas, one girl, age fifteen, grade ten, preferred the Revised Standard
Version, One girl, age eleven, grade five, liked the Moffatt tran^ation,
(Above age-data see Table 3)«
Boys* and Girls* Preferences of Certain Biblical Characters,--Data
in Table 11 indicated that boys preferred s-bories about men. They tended
TABLE 11
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES SHOWING BOYS* AND GIRLS* PREFERENCES




One Two Three Total
Adam 3 1 2 6
Eve 1 3 1 5
Cain 0 0 1 1
Abel 0 0 2 2
Abraham 1 0 0 1
Esther 1 0 0 1
Ruth 0 1 0 1
Lot 0 0 1 1
Deborah 0 0 0 0
Daniel D 1 1 2
David 3 0 2 1 2 1 9
Solomon 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Mary 1 1 0 2 0 0 k
Peter 0 2 1 1 0 0 k
Paul 0 0 0 1 1 0 2
Naomi 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Moses 3 0 0 0 k 2 9
Total 7 k U 13 12 10 9b
•to enjoy adventure stories, yet two choices were made for Mary, This choice
might have been because she was the mother of Jesus, Data in Table 11 also
indicated that girls liked stories of both men and women. Of the thirteen
first choices made by the girls, ei^t choices were for men and only five
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choices were for women. Of the twenty first choices by both boys and girls,
only five were made for characters of the New Testament, This further
indicated that children knew less about the New Testament than the Old,
Their failure to choose Deborah seemed to indicate that the children knew
little or nothing of her.
Fifteen choices^ were made by the boys, of which only two were for
women. Of the thirty-five choices made by the girls, twenty-five were for
men and ten were for women. Data in this table also showed that girls
preferred advanture stories or stories about men. Another assumption was
that men ware more outstanding or that the children heard more about men
than they did of -women.
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
General Backgro\ind and Design of the Study,—The ability to read con¬
stitutes one of the most important ^ills a child can acquire. In fact,
satisfactory adjustments to living in the complex modern world requires
effective reading. Thus, it is of vast importance that children acquire
at an early age a love for and an enjoyment of reading and studying the
Bible, Bible study should be a part of a child's daily activities, in
order to develop in him good, moral upright and Christian principles.
These traits are very necessary for living in a world so tuibulent with
war and strife.
This writer undertook in this study to ascertain the extent to which
children read and studied the Bible and their general reaction to Bible
study.
Almost half a century ago Gardiner stated that among the books coiii-
verted to children's use, the Bible towers like a moiintain of divine
strength amid little foot-hills which made Moses' face to shine,^
Most children have read one part or another of the Bible, Many of
its great artists, they could recognize on si^t, Abraham; Joseph in
the land of Egypt; Jostoia and the walls of Jeidcho; Shadrach, Mesach, and
Abednego; John preaching in the wilderness and Jesus of Nazareth are all
I
3. H, Gardiner, The Bible as En^ish Literattire (New York* Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1906), p, 91,
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well known to Bible scholars.
The writer was interested in discovering the effect of religious
education on the lives of boys and girls. Since the child's reading re¬
flects his thinking, the writer was stimulated to make this study.
It was hoped that the analysis and interpretation of this research
woxild point out the benefit children derive from reading the Bible, Such
a study would be extremely useful in determining the attitude children
have toward reading and studying the Bible,
This was an intensive study of children's reaction and attitudes
toward reading and studying the Bible, with special eii5)hasis upon Biblical
characters, scriptural settings and current translations.
This study was designed:
1, To ascertain children's general reactions toward reading and
studying the Bible,
2, To determine their preferences for and/br rejection of
certain Biblical characters,
3, To ascertain their reactions to and preferences for
different translations of the Bible,
U, To determine the extent to which these pupils have achieved
an understanding of the settings in which some of their
favorite Biblical characters and Tories have been portrayed,
5, To con^sare the boys’ and girls' preferences for certain
outstanding Biblical characters,
6, To ascertain some indication of the importance which these
boys and girls attach to reading and study of the Bible,
7, To ascertain the extent to which boys and girls study the Bible,
8, To discover how teachers may be instrumental in creating an
appreciation and enjoyment for reading Biblical literature.
The study was concerned with twenty-five children between the ages of
nine and sixteen. The study was made during the month of August, 1961,
3U
The study took place in the Smday School class of the Bethlehem
Church of God, Atlanta, Georgia, Church membership numbers about fifteen
hxmdred. Seventy-five per cent of the Siinday School is made up of children
and youth. The children who were subjects of this study ranged in ages
frcHtt nine to fifteen.
The questionnaire was the main tool for collecting the information
needed for this study. Excerpts on different characters of the Bible were
read, and different translations of the Bible were also read.
The following steps were followed in carrying out this research:
1, The related literature pertinent to this problem was
reviewed and is presented in the final thesis copy,
2, After discussion of th# subjects, permission to conduct the
study was sought from the pastor of the church and granted
a ccording to the plan outlined by the writer,
3, A questionnaire was devised and when properly validated was
administered to the proper subjects,
U« Data from the questionnaire were tabulated, analyzed and
interpreted,
5. The findings, conclusions, in^jlications, and recommendations
stemming ftom this analysis and interpretation of the data
constitute the content of the finished thesis.
Summary of Related ^iterattire,—The summary of related literature
pertaining to the problem of this research was concluded in the following
general statements:
1, Children enjoy reading books of all kinds, therefore, it is
only natiural that they read the Bible,
2, Books of many kinds may prove of value to a maturing
young person,
3, Certain sections of the Bible can be read to very young
children,
U, The stxidy of the Bible can be made interesting to children
when presented in dramatic form.
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5, The Bible contains literature in any form desired by the
reader,
6, Children of various ages read and study the Bible, yet the
King James version is most widely read,
7, The Bible is the largest sold and the most widely read book
in the world,
8, Reading is the most important skill to be acquired by children,
Basic Findings,—The basic findings of this research are to be fomd
under appropriate captions in the paragraphs to follow,
1, Twenty-five children were given questionnaires. Ten were
boys and fifteen were girls,
2, Of the twenty-five children given questionnaires, only twenty-
two attended Sunday School regularly,
3, The subjects presented a varied picture in regard to the
amount of time spent in reading the Bible, Only four children
stated that they read the Bible regularly. Respondents stated
that they did read the Bible, but findings contradicted these
responses,
U, Most of the children only felt that Bible study helped them
in church,
5, Seventeen of the twenty-five children responded that they pre¬
ferred the New Testament to the Old Testament, Only ei^t
children preferred the Old Testament, Whereas, children
indicated in response to an earlier question that they enjoyed
New Testament stories, the writer was led to assume that many
of them did not know from which part of the Bible their
favorite stories came,
6, Children, like adults, had varied tastes for reading. They
enjoyed stories of all kinds. However, more than one-third of
the girls preferred real-life stories. Most of the boys enjoyed
adventure and real-life stories,
7, Children really enjoyed Old Testament stories,
8, Scores on the test ranged from a low of five to a high of
nineteen. No child reached the highest possible s core of
twenty-two, yet, no child made less than five. Over half the
sxtojects scored at the midpoint of the test. Six scored above
midj)6int and six scored below,
9, Response to an earlier question indicated that children pre-
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ferred certain New Testament characters. Data in Table 9
showed that children knew very little about some well known
Bible characters,
10, Children indicated that they preferred the King James version
of the Bible, This was probably true, because this translation
is nrare widely circulated than other Bible translations.
Conclusions, -~The analysis and interpretation of data woiild appear
to warrant the following conclusions:
1, These children's limited knowledge of the Bible seemed to support
the conclusion that the current religious education activities
were not giving substantial aid in their appreciation and
understanding of the scriptures,
2, The fact that children were more familiar with the Old Testa¬
ment than with the New led the writer to conclude that much
of the appeal which the Bible had for them inhered in the
popular accounts found therein,
3, The children's opinion that Bible reading is more or less
restricted to chtirch activities seemed to warrant the con¬
clusion that very few of them were aware of the general belief
that the scriptures are a guide for dally living,
li. The children's lack of familiarity with the settings in idiich
their favorite characters are portrayed was accepted as indi¬
cative of the possibility that their preferences for these
characters were based more on events than upon admiration for
such things as their courage, truthfulness, strug^es, and
strength of character,
5, The general choice of the King James version of the Bible and
the children's usifamiliarity with other translations suppoarbed
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the belief that they had not been made aware of other versions
of the scriptures.
Implications.—The interpretation of findings and conclusions of
this research would ajpear to warrant the following statements of im¬
plications*
1. That children were not being given an overall picture of the
Bible with special enphasis upon the types of literature
found therein.
2. That teachers were not applying meaningful and effective
procedrires and techniques in their teaching of the Bible.
3. That both the older as well as the younger children were being
pennitted to indulge their early preferences for narrative
materials of the Scriptxires without gradual advancement to
appropriate levels of interpretation.
U. That Bible study did not play an important role in the lives
of these boys and girls.
5. That much of what the children were learning about geography,
human relations and citizenship in their regular school ex¬
periences was not being applied to their study of the Scriptures.
Recommendations .—The analysis and inteipretation of the data of
this research appear to justify the following recommendations*
1. That the chTirches set up committees to study the problems
that cause children’s failure in obtaining a more general
knowledge of the Bible.
2. That teachers avail themselves of published material on the
reading and sttxdy of the Bible,
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3« That teachers of Sxinday School classes be only those trained
in that area throu^:
a, direct classes for this purpose
b, inservice study
c, increased personal preparation
It, That teachers make special efforts to help children develop
an appreciation for and an enjoyment of reading the Bible
by aiding them in seeing the Bible as a form of literattire and
as an educational factor that will help in their development,
5, That teachers explore the possibilities of helping children
develop appreciation for the Bible as a book that gives the
lives and deeds of people who really lived during a perios in
history. They may even dramatize some of the lives of the
people read and studied,
6, That such a survey of the opinions and attitudes of children
be made periodically in order to determine strengths and weak¬
nesses of efforts to develop and enhance their \mderstanding
and appreciation of the Bible,
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CHILDREN‘S GENERAL KNOWLEDGE OF AND REACTION TO
READING AND STUDUNQ THE BIBLE
A Questionnaire
Directions
This questionnaire has been designed to secure your opinion of and
general knowledge of facts pertaining to reading and studying the Bible,
Please fill in: Boy Girl Age
______
Check one of the following, or fill in the blank spaces,
1, Do you read the Bible? Yes
_____ No _____
2, How often do you read your Bible?
A, Daily _____ B* Weekly _____ C, Monthly _____ B, Seldom _____
3, How often do you attend Sunday School?
A, Weekly
_____ B, Monthly ___ C, Seldom
li. Do you think Bible study helps you to be a better boy or girl?
A, Yes
_____ B, No _____
5, In which of these ways do you think Bible study helps you most?
A, In school work
____ B, Church C, Play D, None _____
6, Do you believe the Bible stories are true? Yes No
_____
7, If you answered no to number 6, why do you not believe the Bible
stories are true? answer8,What kind of s tories do you like best? A, Adventure B, Fairy
C, Love D, Mystery E. Real-Life F, Other
9,Do you like stories of the Old Testament or the New Testament?
A, Old Testament
__________ New Testament ___________10,Why do you like this particular part of the Bible? Ans,11,Name your favorite Bible Character, Answer
Why do you like this character? Answer12,Which Bible character do you dislike? Answer
Why do you dislike this character? Answer13,Do you like stories of men or women? Men Women Both
lit. What story do you like best in the Bible? Answer
15. Who was the first i^? Answer
________________________________
16. Who was the first woman? Answer
17, Name the first children. Answer
_______________________________
18, Where did the first family live? Answer
19* By whom was Moses reared?
A, Pharoah B, Pharoah's daughter C, His mother
20, Prom what did God speak to Moses as he kept Jethro's flock?
A, Burningi bush _____ B, Fiery Furnace _____ C, Heaven
21, Which of these characters was in the whale's belly?
A. David B, Jonah C, Peter D, Moses
22, Who built the ark? A, Abraham
___ B, Adam ____ C, Daniel _
D, Noah
____
23, How many people were saved in the ark? A,8 B, lO C, 11_
D, 7
2i4., Which of these characters had a coat of many colors?
A, Ifoai^h B, Jacob C, Cain D, Paul
2^, Which of these women ri^ed her life to save her people and later
become a queen?
A* Ruth B, Naomi
_____ C, Deborah D, Esther _____
26« Who was the oldest man?
A, Methuselah
_____ B, Lot ______ C, Samuel _____ D, Peter
27# The oldest man was
_______ years old,
28, Who marched around the walls of Jericho?
A. Gideon
______ B, Joshua _____ C, John D, Solomon
29• On what were the ten commandments writtai? Answer
______________
30, Who was the strongest man of the Bible? Answer
31, Which of these men built the first tan?)le?
A, Solomon B, Daniel C, David E, Saul32,Which of these women was the mother of John the Baptist?
A, Mary
_____ B, Martha _______ 0, Elizabeth D, Ruth _
33* How many wise men came to Jerusalem when Christ was bom?
A, Three B, Six
_____ C, Four D, One _____
3km How old was Jesus when he talked with the doctors in the tes^le?
A, Nine B, Ten
_____ G, Twelve _____ D, Fifteen
3$m How many disciples did Christ have? Answer
36, Which three disciples were close friends of Jestxs?
1»
_____________________ 2* 3* ________________
37• How many lepers did Jesus heal? Answer
38, Which of these characters was put in the lion’s den?
A. Daniel B, Samuel C, Solomon D, Ahab
39« Which of these characters killed Goliath?
A. David B, Saul C, Solomon D, Ahab
UO, Which of these men was the first king of Israel?
A, David B, Saul C, Solomon D, Ahab
Ijl, Shadrackj Meshach^ and Abednego were placed in a:
A. Fiery furnace B, Lion’s Den
1^2, Write ”1” by the character you like best, ”2’* by the one you like
second best, and ”3” by the one you dislike.
A, Joshua G. Esther M. Solomon
B. Adam H, Lot N. Mary
c. Eve I. Ruth P, Pet0r
D, Cain J. Deborah" P. Paul
E. Abel K, Daniel 0. Naomi ^
F, Abraham
_____
L. David R, Moses
Wiy do you like the character you chose as number one? Ans,
Why A) you dislike the character you chose as number three?
Which of these Bible scenes do you like best? Write “I” besides
your first choice, ”2" beside second choice, and •’3" beside third
choice,
A, The Garden of Eden
B, God speaking to Moses from the burning bush
C, David fitting Goliath
_____
D, Children of Israel crossing the Red Sea
E, Joshxia and the walls of Jericho
_____
F, The burning of Sodom and Gomorrah
G, Hoses' striking the rock to get water
H, John preaching in the wilderness .
I, Sa\il on the road to Damascus
J, Angels telling the shepherds of Jesus’ birth
K, Elijah being fed by birds
L, Jbter walking on the water"""*"
M, The woman going to Jesus* tomb and finding it em.pty
____
Why do you study your Bible?
A, To leani more about the people of Bible time
B, To learn more about the Sunday School lesson
_____
C, Because I enjoy Bible stories
Do you like poetry? Yes No
Do you know that the Bible contains poetry? Yes No
Name t wo books of poetry in the Bible,
1. 2.
What poems have you memorized from the Bible?
A. B,
C, d7
Which translation of the Bible do you like best?
A, Revised Standard Version
____ C, Moffatt
B, American Standard
_____________ D, King James
U6
52. Why do you like this translation of the Bible?
A, The words are sin^jle
B, The pictures the words paint is plain to see
C, I mderstand this translation better
_____
D, I lllce the sound of the words





E, The thirteenth chapter of First Corinthians
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